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WICKED SCIENCE II

Children (26 x 26')
Produced by Jonathan M. Shiff
Toby and Elizabeth battle for supremacy, secretly creating shrink rays, teleportation machines, time warps and more and suddenly people are turning invisible, being sent into virtual realities, or zapped back to 350,000 BC!

RUDI AND TRUDI

Children (26 x 11')
Rudi's and Trudi's adventures always take them to the most amazing places: underwater cities, crystal landscapes, magic forests and ghostly villages, but they manage to come out of it without losing too many feathers.

SPACE GOOFs

Children (26 x 26')
Four strange monsters from a distant Galaxy - Etno, Candy, Bud and Gorgeius - have crashed landed on Earth and quickly realized they could end up as laboratory specimens.

SHAOLIN WUZANG

Children (26 x 26')
In 17th century China a reign of terror sweeps the province of Henan: The malicious demon Heihu has escaped the magic prison where he was locked away for a 1000 years - only the Shaolin Kids could defeat him.

THE HITLER FAMILY

Documentaries / History + Biographies (1 x 43' / 1 x 52')
Will provide the first comprehensive portrait of Hitler and his family, making use of an incredible range of newly-discovered and previously unpublished